
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of control
representative. To join our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities
and qualifications.

Responsibilities for control representative

Effective territory planning to ensure retention and penetration of existing
accounts, cultivation of new customers, and the conversion of competitive
accounts
Work with customers to develop, implement and train on solutions to ensure
customer satisfaction and retention
Work cross- functionally with team members including field services reps,
sales, and internal support functions
Utilize CRM and other methods for planning, forecasting and business
intelligence in order to support strategic and tactical decisions
Act as the primary customer contact on accounts
Report and correct warehouse errors and inventory discrepancies
A thorough understanding of all system generated reports with the ability to
identify report solutions in response to client issues
Ability to effectively communicate with all levels of the warehouse, inventory
group, all internal and external customers
Monitors the contract agencies and vendors accomplishing work on Allegiant
Air’s aircraft or aircraft to be added to Allegiant Air’s fleet to ensure that all
maintenance and inspections are accomplished in accordance with FAR’s,
Allegiant Air’s and manufacturers’ policies and procedures
Monitors workmanship and materials used during maintenance to verify
compliance with applicable Allegiant Air requirements and standards, and
FAA regulations

Example of Control Representative Job Description
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Shall have completed the Navy Class “C” for Maintenance Material Control
Management or the equivalent (2 years as a Naval Maintenance Control
Chief/Leading Petty Officer billet with supporting USN/USMC/USCG
documentation)
Must have experience supervising daily flight operations personnel
supporting scheduled and unscheduled maintenance
Must be knowledgeable of technical directives and CNAFINST 4790.2 Series
May be required to maintain a Secret Security Clearance
3 years of successful selling experience in either capital equipment or a
medical devices company
A four (4) year degree in science, business, or related discipline


